Evaluation of physician volumetric accuracy during hyaluronic acid gel injections: An observational, proof-of-concept study.
Findings indicate that standard injection techniques for hyaluronic acid (HA) soft tissue fillers result in considerable variations in the applied boluses. Furthermore, despite the knowledge that the varying biophysical properties of HA fillers (eg, G', cohesivity, viscoelasticity) can affect their ease of injection, the impact of device attributes on an injector's volumetric accuracy is currently unknown. (a) Evaluate the ability of aesthetic physicians to accurately inject a specific amount of HA filler; (b) investigate the effect of physician experience on injection accuracy; and (c) investigate the impact of different HA gel properties on an injector's performance. Thirteen physicians with aesthetic experience were recruited. Subjects were blindfolded and asked to deposit 0.2 cc of four HA fillers under two conditions: (a) onto a scale and (b) into a porcine membrane. The amount of gel deposited/injected was then measured. An accurate injection was defined as 0.2 cc ± 15%. Subjects were rarely able to dispense accurate amounts of injectate (42/208 injections or 20.19%) and often underestimated their injection quantities. Variations in the accuracy distributions between groups were observed. An injector's experience, the conditions under which injections were performed and the product choice were all variables found to affect the accuracy distributions. The findings of this study provide evidence that the use of visual and/or audible stimuli is necessary for dispensing accurate volumes. This has clinical implications for treatment efficacy and patient satisfaction during free hand injections. To ensure more accurate and reproducible results, the investigators propose a possible modification to the standard injection technique.